“VIP Fund Raising MIRACLES!”
...It ain't all just "Magic".
The GREAT news is that there is absolutely ZERO Reason or Excuse for anyone
who wants-to, and is willing to do what it takes, NOT to be able to make a
killer living in the performing arts and HELP OTHERES all at the same time!
And it sure ain’t hard to do! As a matter of fact, it’s really SO EASY that
most will fluff it off as hyperbole and not do anything with this well tested
and PROVEN principle of success!
YEP, a truly “Win-Win”, no lose approach to making a bunch of money by
helping others make much needed funds and programs!
The honest to goodness fact of the matter is that in over 30 YEARS of doing
these sorts of programs I have NEVER (Yep, NEVER) has even a single school or
organization say NO to my program.
What other type program can say that?
NONE… ZERO!
Think about it… who, in their right mind COULD say no??? It’s not only 100%
FREE, there’s absolutely NO-RISK and everybody make money!
Who looses?
Again… the answer is as plain as the nose on our face. No One!
Ain’t it obvious?
The ONLY reason I have not reviled (in large numbers) this information is
that I truly thought it WAS that obvious! I have been shown differently, that
there is a TON of details that truly offer massive improvements in the
results you will get.
A quick product review: = = = = = = = = =
The John Kaplan; Fund Raising Magic System:
I LOVE John's thinking...
I LOVE John's Planning...
I LOVE John's Attention to Meticulous Detail...
I LOVE the fact that John is willing to share his very own REAL LIVE, realworld stuff with us!
John's course is not so much “a course” as it is a look into the life,
planning, activity and real world peak in to the life of a successful, REAL
pro worker!

What is THAT worth?
The stuff you get with John's system is "HIS ACCUAL SYSTEM" for booking,
producing, relating, motivating and doing what he actually does to get the
RESULTS he gets constantly!

For this market, it is without a doubt the very best, most
complete information on the subject to date! (Not even Stan
has the level of information John has in his product!)
John has thought out every conceivable detail possible for this type of
return.







Back of Room Products and Sales
Piggy-Back Programs
The Whole Enchilada including ART, “THE” Sponsors Package (Which is
worth more than 10 times the amount of the entire system all by
itself!)
Media and sales strategies that produce piles and piles of cash!
The real-live video HE actually uses to book 100’s of thousands of
dollars worth of gigs!

...Honestly, NOTHING is held back here! This is the REAL DEAL for about the
price of one decent walk-around gig… geezh!
I’ve helped quite a few performers get their hands on John’s insane package
with ZERO consideration of return. (and NO, I don’t make a dime off it!)
I absolutely BELIEVE in his product and willingness to share ALL the realdeal dope for soooo little investment!
All that being said... and having done just about every type of fund-raiser
known to mankind including phone rooms, sponsored dates, buy-outs, gift shows
and mail-out campaigns and others! (The last two of which we exclusively
pioneered nearly 3 full decades ago!)
The bottom line is… I LOVE the 'fund raiser' model for our industry! (Not
just John’s, but the entire FUND Raising business model!)
EVERYBODY WINS!
The organization get much needed “money and goodwill” associated to a fun,
family event!
The community gets an opportunity to support and participate in a
worthwhile, family event that support their own community that they would
have most likely paid to go to anyway!
The producer/performer wins because he/she gets to facilitate all this
'goodness' and gets paid well to do so!
…How cool is all that?
But… (and that is my big BUTT! Hehehehehe!) I choose differently.
In my own experience, John’s program is waaaaaaaay too much work for waaaaaay
too little money. AND, I love to sleep in MY OWN BED at night!
There is A TON to learn from John’s system to be sure! Honestly, there is
very little he didn’t include in his information!
So why do I say I “choose differently”?
Simply stated… personal preference.
Like I said… I like sleeping in my own bed at night, for one and the type of
systems he employs are waaay to much work for most US organizations,

(though, like I said, it’s by-far, the BEST sponsor package to
date!) so YOU end-up having to do more work than the possible
payday you may get.
It’s like deciding to do a ‘phone room’ promotion or not. I choose “NOT”!
My system is 3 days from start to finish and we generally raise waaaay more
money (for the time and money invested.) than systems like John’s will ever
hope to produce. (AND I get to sleep in my own bed at night! – Woo Hoo!)
Now I say “MY” system… honestly what we should “all” should say (Myself,
John, Stan, Rick, Geoffrey, Patrick and others in this industry) is “our
compiled systems, based on all the work done to date that has worked
consistently and persistently “for us” over the years… along with my-own 30+
years of contributions to the industry, and is now formed into what we now
call (each of us) “MY” (or each of our) systems.”
Make sense?
MY system allows me to deliver hundreds and thousands of dollars to a
particular school or organization in less than 3 days, (really 12ish hours…)
INCLUDING the SHOWS themselves!
Practically ZERO in marketing costs!
Practically ZERO in sweat equity costs! (It’s SUPER EASY!)
It’s self-marketed! Self funded! And self promoted! (Super SIMPLE!)
It has enjoyed a 100% success closure conversion rate! (That’s right, NOONE has said NO! Not ONE!)
The income potential is absolutely UNLIMITED with almost ZERO risk!
You can CHOOSE to stay near home or travel if you like… It’s ALL up to you!
(You generally make more if you stay near home just because of the expense
associated with traveling!)
You can repeat the system almost unlimited in EACH venue! (At-least 4 times
in each venue! – Where your previous SUCCESS and re-relationship is! –
Hello!)
It’s ALL done for you, once you have the system in place! It’s practically
self-working!
...and you enjoy ALL the benefits of all the other HOT features of all the
other systems with practically ZERO risk!
The same Back Of Room Profits!
The same PiggyBack Programs!
The same Multiple Profit Centers!
The same Easy Sell! (Even EASEIR!)
The same Quality of Impact! (And BETTER!)
The same Promotional Opportunities!
The same and BETTER Income Potential!
=> Loads LESS Risk and Work, Time and Investment for the Return and
RESULTS!
All the same WINS and MORE! - What could be better than that, right?
…Based on over four full decades of research, development and real live
experience at work! Really hundreds of years if you take into account all the
contribution made, but let’s just say 30+ years of real live experience!
Though to explain the entire ‘system’ and what it works the way it does in
every case, I would have to write a BOOK! …I ain’t doin’ that here, now!
(Hehehehe!)
There’s more... =>

The super simplistic overview of this system is obvious.
An easy to follow percentage split much like you are already
familiar with where you do a show, they supply the venue and you both profit.
Easy, yes?
Do your show, share your talent and make everybody a pile of cash! How much
simpler could it be? Take what you learn from John’s stuff add it to what you
know about Geoff’s system and you are off n’ running in the right direction!
PLEASE don’t over analyze this… just go out and DO it! Help others, and make
plenty of money for you all at the same time!
Apply all the same sound business, marketing and development tools you find
right here and get off your butt and DO IT!
You don’t NEED another ‘system, course or book’! You have everything you need
RIGHT NOW… just go DO IT!
Do you see the theme here?

DO IT!

DO IT!

DO IT!

DO IT!

…ad-infiniteum!

If you are willing to do it, then all you have to know is this:
=> There are several ways to do accomplish success. There is No “one-way”
that is best except to say; “what works best for YOU.”
Here are “SOME” examples:


1) Some take a negotiated fee and that is all. (Accept what they sell
BOR and other income streams!) Anything and everything made all then
goes to the fund raisee. (More risk for the sponsor fund raisee.) This
is closest to what John Kaplan does. He charges a set “negotiated” fee
and the sponsor keeps all the ticket monies. (Doesn’t include BOR and
stuff!)



2) Some take minimum guarantees plus a percentage of the over-all…
(Smaller risk to sponsor with apportioned reward for both)



3) Some take ONLY a percentage with zero ‘minimum guarantee’.
(Practically no risk to sponsor… apportioned risk and reward to both.)




Any number of split percentages is acceptable since it is all but FREE
money to the fund-raisee’. Make sense?
- 40/60?
- 50/50?
- 60/40?
- 70/30?
4) Some still do ‘sliding-scale’ based on gross receipts.
5) Some also take the first “so much money” (Like $350 to thousands
depending…) as a “minimum guarantee” then split the rest. If for some
reason, the “minimum” number of tickets is NOT sold (less than the $350
in THIS example) the performer/fund raiser only takes what was brought
in till the minimum is satisfied then, like I said they do a percentage
of the rest one way or the other. (Still little risk for sponsor and
apportioned reward to each)



6) Others take the first “so much money” then split the
rest until a max (Cap) pay-out of your fee (Like $800 or
what-ever) then all the rest goes to the fund raisee. Once the MAX-CAP
is made… ALL of the rest if the monies goes directly to the
sponsor/fund raisee.

There are so many others that are too many to list! … It’s all up to you and
what you feel is right for your situation.
NOTE:
NONE of these fees include any of your BOR, Piggy-Backs, and Ad-Books… etc
unless otherwise ‘negotiated’. - At the same time, YOU get NOTHING of the
additional side fund-raisers THEY do like; bake sales and so on in
conjunction with each event.
But ALL those detail are up for individual negotiation…
Just so you understand…
MAKE THIS STUFF WORK!

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE A SO-CALLED “BIG SHOW” TO

I have use soooo many different styles of programs that I know for a FACT
that one does NOT necessarily out-produce the other in RESULTS one way or the
other!
Simply put:
You DON’T, under ANY circumstance, HAVE to do “a BIG show” to make scads of
money for both parties! NOT by a Looooong shot buh, buh! – Not by a long
shot!
Often the bigger the show, the less the take on your side because of all the
expenses. (Well Duh!) Simple math eh’?
SOME of the kinds of programs I have done:










Full Blown Illusion Review Shows
Family Hypnosis Shows
Family “stand-up” type shows
Educational / Motivational / Training programs
Talent Showcases (Performers from the school or community!)
Teachers Follies, and local politician/celebrity follies.
National Headliners
Sporting events of every imaginable kind
Games Shows
...and so much MORE!

TRULY, the possibilities are limitless!
They ALL work ‘about’ the same in the end. Often though, (again) the less
EXPENSE associated to the show, the more “profit” everyone.
How much more cool and simple can this be, eh’?
This, of course is NOT ‘everything’ there is on the subject by a looong shot,
but it “IS” enough for you to GO-OUT and make it work for yourself!

NOW read about a never before released Powerful Profit making
Idea that WORKS! LOCK the door and turn the page =>

Hey Success Monsters!
I am soooo glad you are here at “The Dean’s list, Your University of
Success!” and so glad especially NOW since the evolution of The NEW and
IMPROVED “Success Commitment” structure…
The truth is, I have 'sitting on' a series of real life, proven success
strategies” just bustin’ at the seams to spill the beans here, when
previously I could have never tip all this out in the open as it was
before... (With all the drive-by, no committal lookie-loos!) it's waaaay too
rich for non-committed, professional eyes just lookin’ for a quick buck!
(Besides it being Super Top Secret Stuff from a forthcoming success solution!
– Shhhhhhh!)
I have only EVER EVEN spoke of this ‘out-loud’ to ONE person, and only in
‘general vague terms’ with this ONE individual. A trusted friend right here
at The Dean’s List; and that was Rick Allen when I was In Ohio for the Glass
City Event on our way back to the airport to make my way back home.
We TOLD YOU that there would be PROFITABLE, “very closely held” new, never
before revealed strategies revealed to ‘committed’, premium members if you
just JOIN-IN on your success! – Whelp, HERE ya’ GO Now!
These are, to the very best of my knowledge, to date NEVER been used in this
way and combination EVER before or since.

 Keep in mind that I am NOT such an ego-maniac that I would or could assume
that no-one 'has' or 'will' ever think or use this idea, as I am about to
reveal and outline here for the VERY FIRST TIME EVER, but it is truly a
profitable goody! – But I sure ain’t seen it anywhere, and PROVEN to BOOT!
Please understand me correctly, you are completely welcome use, apply this
secret share, experience and outcomes listed including all the distinctions
on the topic I am about uncover for the first time, but the ONLY thing I ask
is that these ideas and (proven) principles stay “safe”, HERE with-in the
walls of THIS distinguished University advanced learning membership... OK?
So… USE it, but please do-NOT share this with others inside of the sacred
halls of this University of Success, OK? Yes, a limited license use of sorts,
if you don’t mind. (and even if you DO! – Hehehehe!) and all I ask is that
You share your success results for my book!
That is fair, right?
Besides, if we find you DO, we will boot you ass out on the street faster
than you can say “Buh’ Bye”! And THIS is just the TIP of the iceberg of stuff
we will do for you over our time together!
Are we CLEAR?
…ok, lets get on with the success!

READY???
This may take a moment to lay-out as it is multi-phase and multi-textural and
still devilishly simple all at the same time... AND it really WORKS!

Stick with me on this one, I'll try and be direct and brief.
(Ya' sure... that'll be the day, right?)
Keep in mind this is still a relative untapped market (Fund Raising in
general * *) in sooooo many ways, and top that off with the fact that no one
else knows about THIS important POWERFUL SUCCESS Distinction that has proven
itself super profitable time and time again over the last 30+ years!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * Editorial Truth & Comment: Fund Raisers usually requires some EFFORT!
Yep, ya’ actually gotta’ DO SOMETHING for it to work and be successful! - Go Figure! - - If it was JUST a money thing, allot more people would line-up
to DO IT! Just look at all the people who bought and paid-for Stan Kramian’s,
Geoff Ronning’s and John Kaplan’s and other fund-raising stuff, (and most
bought more than just ONE of them!) and yet, still do NOTHING with it!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OK… anyway, here goes.

“This is NOT Your Momma’s ProfitMaking, Fund Raising Solution!”

In the 70’s we created a profound improvement on the simple and obvious door
prize idea (of sponsor gifts) in a very simple yet incredibly profound way.
The RESULT was a repeatedly sell-out theater and showroom and very successful
fund-raising event and all at a FRACTION of the traditional investments (ALL
of them… Time, Talent as well as Treasure! Ya’ know, real MONEY!) with a
successfully multiplied return on investment over the older, simple and
traditional model we are all familiar with!
Yep… less time, talent and money for MORE Results and returns on investments!
– How KILLER is that???
Win – Win – WIN!

Keep reading...

For the sake of THIS discussion, we’ll
call it: “The Gift Show” Promotion”, ok?

The distinction is THIS… in most ways this promotion looks, smells, acts and
is mutually profitable just like most regular fund-raising style shows and
promotions that we all have read about… you STILL can, if you’d like do ALL
the PR, (Media & Promo shows) Advancing, (Discount an free ticket promotions
etc…) Promotional Stunts, (Escapes, headline predictions, Blindfold Drives
etc…) Joint-ventures and sponsorship alliances JUST as you would in any
regular sponsored/fund raising type event…
So what’s different?
Great question, and the answer is really two-fold. (really even more)
1) You DO-NOT “NEED” to do ANY of all that traditional stuff I just outlined
for this promotion to be successful. (Sometimes it’s even counter productive
to the success of the event and outcome.)
Honestly, the ONLY real reason to do ANY of that stuff is for your-own pressbook and sales demo book/tools for possible future show evidence to use to
show other organizations, towns and sponsors etc... (Future Beneficiaries)
2) NO, that is right, ZERO banks of phones or ZERO staff of sales people
(paid, volunteer, pro or armature) ZERO door to door collection people, ZERO
committees of sponsor volunteers, on and on and on… etc. AND, like I said,
you are NOT “required” to do all that PR, Promo, Advance stuff to have the
IMPROVED RESULT you get with this program and that you ultimately want! Ya’
know, like: bottom line sales, a packed-house and a super happy sponsor!
REMEMBER, “Bums In Chairs”?
Oh yeah, that little thing!

All that for less time and money!
But How?
I can see it right now, you are gunna’ hit yourself on the forehead and say;
“Wow, I coulda’ had a V-8!” it’s so simple, direct, to the point and
powerfully profitable over the older, out dated and ineffective model by
comparison.

Here it is:
The simplicity and solution is that as that “JUST LIKE in the traditional
example” of the door prize deal, you simply develop your traditional prize
sponsor relationships to get all your gifts lined up for the ticket holder
give away.
But here is the big hick-up in the old-fashioned get-along. HOW did just
giving away door prizes after the sale of the tickets stimulate interest in
the show, sell more tickets and put more butts in chairs on show night?
THIS is the KILLER DISTINCTION we are talking about here!
The simple (Hit your head for a V-8) profit making distinction is that the
same prizes are NOW used as the “Real Compelling REASON” for sending in real
money for your tickets “along” with the fact that you have a great evening of
entertainment and along with the fact that proceeds go to some worthwhile
charity, organization and cause!
I know, STILL doesn’t sound all that different yet, but stay with me here…
this will blow your profit making socks off when you APPLY this exciting
system that works!
This is so ‘potentially’ subtle that if you miss-it you could quite possibly
MISS the point as well as all the killer monies to be made for everyone
involved!
Like I said, pay close attention and stay with me on this one.
One quick metal set-up question to get you in the right frame of mind here:
“What is the reason people traditionally give-up their hard-earned monies to
promotions such as this?”
SOME of the answers are:
- To get the pesky tele-salesman OFF the phone at dinner time! (REALLY!)
- To get the obnoxious Door-To-Door slimy salesman to go AWAY!
- To shut your friend up! (They bought YOUR (kids) fund-raising crap last
time, now YOU have to buy theirs!)
- Their may be some general interest in the SHOW itself… but you still don’t
like being “SOLD” to!
- It tugs at your sympathy muscle (Heart Strings, Guilt Factor… what-ever!)
as a worth while thing to do whether you actually show-up at the show or not!
…I could go on and on.
If you EVER done this sort of fund-raising promotion in the past, you KNOW
“exactly” what I am sharing with you to be TRUE, and I’m NOT even stretching
the point one little iota!
Stay with-me… this is important!
So, by n’ large the previous way to sell tickets is PAY for advertisement,
phone and/or direct, one on one sales by (amateur) committee members who DO
NOT want to sell tickets anyway to family, friends, workmates, associates,
the mom or dad YOU were guilted into buying stuff from… on and on the old
process goes.

Did it work… certainly to a degree, BUT what if:


NO ONE had to pick up the phone to bug people at home during dinner
even once to sell even a single ticket?
 NO pesky (and way too often, incredibly uncomfortable) selling door to
door?
 NO Standing outside of the local grocery store to endless “NO’s!” and
retribution, and worse yet, people pretending you simply don’t exist
and whisking right past, ignoring you all the while!! (Ouch!)
 NO untrained volunteer sales committee groups making a mess of things
all over town!
 NO having to even “organize” said volunteer sales committees in the
first place! (Holy Cow, that alone is HUGE!)
 NO need for counter top discount coupons being PAID-FOR, distributed,
checked and maintained, passed out and counted. (Plus giving away
valuable REAL MONEY equity and real estate! – Remember PAID butts in
chairs as well as potential BOR buyers!)
 NO need to spend the traditional gobs of money to let folks know you
are even THERE in the first-place, let along get then to BUY anything!
…again, I could go on ad-infinitum and nauseoum!
I don’t mean to belabor the point here at all, I just want o be clear that
you understand that when I reveal HOW all this works you take it as “Super
SUCCESS GOLD!” Which is exactly what it IS!
OK… finally, here is the REAL DIRT on this proven, powerful and highly
profitable money making, relatively EASY to do promotion that WORKS!

All you do is:
MAIL OUT FREE SHOW TICKETS!
See… I told you wouldn’t “get-it” right out of
the gate, but trust me, as I expound on the details
of this devilishly clever and yet all too simple
profit making solution you will begin to worship
the ground I walk on as I show you how to make
more money, sell more tickets and pack the house
with BUYERS of your show-night merchandise!

I will have cool-aid during worship later (Hehehehe!) which
you would gladly drink for this PROVEN system! (Ok, maybe a bad joke, but if
you miss the point, you will truly miss the whole thing! THAT includes the
money and simplicity of this program!)






Your benefactor WINS!
Your prize sponsors WIN!
The community WINS!
The Audience WINS!
YOU WIN!

…all is soooo many more ways that just the obvious MORE MONEY for LESS EFFORT
and overall INVESTMENT!

Let’s look at the DEATAILS, shall we?
As a said just a quick moment ago, the powerful and yet, ever so simple
solution to all your fund raising woes is that you MAIL OUT FREE SHOW
TICKETS!
HONESTLY… It really IS that simple!
OK, now you are wondering HOW on God’s green earth you can make any money on
FREE Show Tickets… BUT THAT is the one of the powerful and still profitable
distinction of this proven money making system!
In just a moment I will explain the details of what you include in your
mailing and WHY it works so profitably well, but for now allow me to explain
that at this point you must remain focused with me as I outline the process.
We are NOT likely going where you THINK we are going! YES, real MONEY is made
by way of the tickets you send out! Allow me to explain:
See what I mean...
 Simple Detail Number ONE:
OK, what you mail out is a letter (this is KEY, it explains everything, and
so will I in a while.) along with a stash of FREE Tickets for the fund
raising show.
Now… back up one quick second and remember all the free prizes you have to
give away. (Hence the name The “GIFT SHOW” Promotion!) This will start to
make more n’ more sense really soon now! I imagine one or two of you are
right with me… maybe. Maybe NOT.
We’ll see...
 Simple Detail Number TWO:
“THE FREE SHOW TICKET!”: - The letter that is included is a well crafted
offer explaining WHY they have received FREE Show Tickets and how to turn
them into “REGISTERED, 100% Guaranteed Prize Winning Tickets!” – YEP 100%
“guaranteed” prize winning tickets… that’s right, EVERYONE WINS A PRIZE,
GUARANTEED!
- NO
- NO
- NO
- NO
…you

Gambling! (No “raffle”, Everyone’s a WINNER!)
Pushy sales person will call!
Pressure, Hassle or Headaches!
overbearing and unruly committees or effort on anyone’s part!
get the idea of its brilliance and simplicity here!

PLEASE, “DO-NOT” over think and work this proven solution!
 Simple Detail Number THREE:
“The LETTER/OFFER!”: - In the mailing, as stated, is a letter that explains
HOW and WHY you are giving away FREE SHOW Tickets (For a GOOD Cause!) and how
that, if they ACT NOW, they “WILL” be guaranteed and PRIZE when they arrive
at the show! (After the show, there will be a drawing!)

“NOW… HERE is the Key To The “VIP”
Vault of the “TOP SECRET SOLUTION” YOU
HAVE BEEN WAITING ALL THIS TIME FOR!”:
This is soooooo profitable, sooooooo never before done and soooooo good I
even hate to tip it here, but I promised, and I am a man of my word PLUS you
deserve it!!
In your letter(s) (of course you will use the necessary SEQUENCE of
letters/offers! – Duh!) you explain how these FREE (No strings attached) live
family show tickets are theirs to keep and USE for an evening (day…
whatever!) of phenomenal family fun and entertainment with your compliments!
IF however, they wish to be even, ‘ever so slightly eligible’ for the
“awesome list of killer prizes” (which you outline completely and
compellingly in your letter! – Duh!) they MUST “Register” their tickets for
at least one GUARANTEED Prize! – That’s right, each “registered ticket” is a
guaranteed WINNER... and your prize could be a Bike, a Car, a Big Screen
Plasma TV... what ever you have to offer! (Should be at-least ONE awesome,
amazing prize... trip, large electronic item, cash, what-ever will help DRAW
Maximum Interest and “Registration Compliance”! You want people to ACT and
“register” their tickets as “LIVE, Prize Winning Tickets!”

Un-registered tickets WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED for ANY of the prizes!
ALSO, this is good: “registered tickets” guaranteed either (either or both)
seating and even preferred seating when they arrive! – UN-registered tickets
do NOT guarantee seats will still be available as “unregistered tickets are
on a “first-come, first served” seats available basis... NO guarantees!
ALSO… one additional, powerful distinction! For the “Registered Ticket”
holder, the doors open a full half hour earlier for preferred seating,
treatment (Free Pre-Show, etc...) and a preview of the killer “Prize-Pool”
with an advance opportunity to purchase MORE chances to WIN the really BIG
prizes! (and purchase pre-show merchandise INCLUDIND snack sales! – Duh!)

Are you beginning to see the power, profitability and
simplicity of this KILLER, Profit Making Promotion now?

Holy Cow... It REALLY “is” this simple!
ALL the incentives and advantages (and you can stack em up as high as you
want to…) goes to the coveted “REGISTERED” Ticket holder! And the ONLY way to
“Register” the tickets for all the advantages and incentives is to PAY a
“Registration Fee” for the event!
HA! See, Bottom Line SALES Results! – Just follow the money trail!
We have done all sorts of “premium” advantage for our “Registered” guests and
guaranteed winners including, but not limited to:
 Special, privileged box seating!
 Cool prizes and “registration packages” that cold include any and all
manor of premium treatment and service!
 Gift certificate towards merchandise!
 FREE Program with coupons for local goods and services!
 A Backstage Pass and even PARTY with the VIPS and Cast!
 After Show Dinner/Dance.
If this isn’t hitting you all square between the eyes, making you dizzy with
anticipation and dollar signs, RE-READ This “privileged” Member ONLY
Information and then check your pulse!
And LOOK at THIS – We STILL have yet to consider all the ADVANCE piles of
casholla you can make with an ad-book (Abra-KID-abra, Magic, Activity and
Coloring Book License and system! – http://AbraKIDabraSuccess) as well as all
the free money you will make in BOR (Back of Room) merchandising and sales!
(See also; “Invisible Magic Dust!” http://www.InvidiblemagicDust.com and
“Print MILLIONS Any-Time You Want!” http://ThanksAMillionMarketing.com)

See how THIS is just the tip of the profit making iceberg!?
In a nutshell, you make huge piles of money for mailing out some FREE Show
Tickets with brain-dead incentives to up-grad to “Registered Ticket Holder”
status!
I mean, come on now... how much more free money can you ask for from one
proven, profit making event promotion that works in spades!?!?!?!

Now is “THIS” every single detail?
Nope! (Cuz I ain’t wrote it all down yet!)
But can you easily make tens of thousands of dollars with just what you have
here?

YOU BET YER SWEET BIPPY You Can!
I had a whole bunch LESS than THIS and I have made LOTS more that ten’s of
thousands of dollars with JUST “this” information!

Whelp that’s it for now... I trust that this will add powerful thinking and
piles of real bankable monies to your success, so NOW Go Out and Make Huge
Piles of Money and Create Value for Your Sponsors and Organizations with this
super-simple, yet mega-powerful & profitable system for WIN-WIN-WIN Solutions
Providing!
REMEMBER to take ACTION! This stuff WORKS, but ONLY if you work it!

I am at your service and In HIS Service,

Deano In Reno
<><

Discover the SECRETS of Your Success… Still FREE!
Since 1989; The Dean’s List, Your University of Success!
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Rev. P. Dean Hankey, M.D.
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